We can celebrate Earth Day, UN Day, Youth Day, Children’s Day, Peace Day, AIDS Day etc., year after year! But without resolving core issues causing the very sufferings, abuses, wars, pollutions, hunger, and discriminations on Planet Earth the celebrations end like another yearly ritual.

[Very Urgent: US Company Baxter shipped ‘Live Avian Flu Virus’ to eighteen (18) countries (to initiate Pandemic?) via Austria as US/NATO/Israel possessor of most WMD worry about non-existent Iranian Nuclear Weapon]

Here is a short list of global issues current and outstanding - some for long time:

1. Open public investigation^^ for 9/11 US Domestic disaster which gave USA/UK, NATO and Israel power to take unilateral military actions against any nation and individual bypassing Rule-of-Law## and Proof-of-Convictions!! as well as ignoring United Nations and International Court of Justice [Book/E-Book: Real Path To 9/11]

[President Obama had a wonderful chance to be a world Hero by opening 9/11 investigation, closing Gestapo Guantanamo Bay as well as bringing troops home from Iraq and Afghanistan. But the association of 9/11 villains and colonizing Tactical Nobel War Prize made him real villain who deified illegal/inhumane CIA@@ covert killings Presidentially Overt supported by silent UN and a biased International Court of Justice which seemingly promoting Eugenic Race and Religion]
2. Ending **illegal Iraqi Occupation** by most brutal and abusive US-led so called allied military forces that killed 800,000+ civilians, wounded millions, and displaced 5+ millions in civilized 21st Century. Democracy in Iraq can never work while it is occupied and the puppet government is under the supreme military-mercenary gun

3. **War Crimes** in Iraq - invasion of peaceful Iraq was illegal as certified by Kofi Anan and Hans Blix based on UN and International Charter! But the war criminals of Bush-Blair-Howard administrations and respective military are still free endangering the world communities and societies [Related Poem: War Crime]. Let us also remind all world leaders that intention (covert/overt) to strike a peaceful nation is War Crime per definition.

4. **US-British-Israeli Private Mercenaries** - UN must sanction US-Britain-Israel for using private mercenaries in Iraq, Afghanistan, Palestine and Libya with absolute immunity from sovereign laws. Use of private mercenaries in war or as security forces must be totally banned in a civilized world [http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article5976.htm]

5. US/NATO forces must stop all pre-emptive air strikes in Afghanistan and Libya and they must be judged under **war crimes** for all killings of Afghan and Libyan citizens and destruction just out of mere speculations. We must ask who gave US/NATO forces license to extra-judicial killings resembling Israel’s path of lawlessness [Related Poem: Pre-emptive Strikes]

6. **Unknown Detainees** must be brought to open public justice system so that world can see them, hear them, and judge them once for all to identify true nature and power of Al-Qaeda [Related Article: So, What Is Al-Qaeda? Poem: Guantanamo Bay]

7. **900,000+ Secret US Federal Employees** - Fellow Americans must stand tall for transparency of Democratic Government
identifying all secret federal employees trained by CIA/FBI and what they have been doing around the world since 9/11!

8. **Anthrax Perpetrators** - UN must help fellow Americans investigate who sent US military grade Anthrax to Democratic Senators, Media critical to Bush Administration. This is important to stop future biological terrorism around the world including US Company Baxter shipping ‘Live Avian Flu Virus’ to eighteen (18) countries via Austria. US President, UN Secretary General and European Union President must reveal the names of those countries.  
   **<Related Poem: Pandemic Virus>** 
   **Live Avian Flu Virus Placed in Baxter Vaccine Materials Sent to 18 Countries**

9. **Kyoto** - All countries must sign and ratify this protocol as a sign of international solidarity against global warming (though a misnomer) rather uncertain weather and destruction of ozone layer caused by HAARP military experiments, addressing the issue with urgency bypassing politics (US and its worldwide military operation produce 25% of the green house gases besides massive dust and radiations from depleted uranium bombs; worst polluter, must be the first to sign and obey the protocol as a leader).  
   **<Related Poems: Villains, Pollution, Better World>**

10. **Democratizing Constitutional Monarchs** - as world embraces democracy and democratic values it is time to have true democracies in most NATO countries including United Kingdom, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Netherlands, Spain, Belgium, Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and Japan. Use of military must be a political decision of sovereign countries where non-elected Constitutional Monarchs must not be the Commander in Chief. So, it is time to end all Constitutional Monarchies to secure and sustain worldwide true participatory democracy.  
   **[Simple Methodology To Convert Constitutional Monarchies To Democracies Peacefully]**

11. **Dissolving NATO** - West needs a western Gorbachev to dismantle Aggressive/Abusive NATO military alliance voluntarily. Peace can never be achieved when a military alliance attacks and sanctions countries bypassing UN
authority justifying Humanitarian Hypocrisy. Thus NATO expansion is United Nation’s destruction. [Related Poem: PEACE NOW; Article: Known Weapons of Mass Destruction]

12. **Freeing Korea, Japan and Germany from US occupation** - large US military presence in those countries for half a century works against democracy and national unity. It is time - Korea, Japan and Germany enjoy freedom void of US military occupation.

13. **Air India Disaster of 1985** Open Public investigation (long outstanding): Since Canadian Government, Justice System and Media failed to launch an open public investigation into one of the worst terrorist act in airline history masterminded and perpetrated from Canada, UN must help Canadians towards full open public investigation serving long outstanding justice to the real perpetrators including CSIS and RCMP officials for destruction of all important audio tapes and many physical evidences related to the disaster.

14. **Total Ban On Baby Seals Hunting** and Old Growth Logging: If law-abiding citizens can survive government’s silence during massive corporate layoffs with a short notice, then few hundred Baby seals killers and loggers can be easily be retrained and accommodated by the society. [Related Poem: Betrayal]

15. **Recognise Palestine**: Recognizing Palestine is Recognizing Israel because modern day Israel was formed occupying most land of Palestine [Related Poem: Palestine]. What is Jewish State? Ancient and modern Hebrew doesn’t have the letter “J” which appeared in English only after 16th century! Thus Jew, Jesus, Jacob, John, Judaism are all foreign to the ancient land of Canaan now Palestine. A Hebrew State would live peacefully respecting ancient Semite brotherhood and sisterhood!

16. **Open Up Swiss Bank** and All Off-Shore Banks to operate like any other bank with full open accountability to stop all corruptions and briberies of world politicians, leaders as well as converting drug money and supporting covert illegal operations. No country on Earth would be allowed to have
'Tax Heaven’ for greed mongering and related corruptions through money laundering

17. **Ban all Covert Intelligences** including MI6, CIA, MOSSAD, CSIS, ISI, RAW labelling all covert killings and abuses as state sponsored Mafia like War Crimes insulting civilized accountabilities. Also either **Ban or Open Up influential private international groups like Bilderberg, Trilateral Commission** making them and their world agenda public with all minutes of the meetings archived and accessible for reference. Currently Bilderberg is acting like aristocratic Mafia to promote their secret world governed by the Bankers and Elites at the cost of democracy and open one world &lt;Related Poems: Intelligence | One World | Democratic Security&gt;

18. **Last in this list but not least** - **Democratizing UN Security Council** and **Secularizing UN** reflecting world population and voice to minimise abusive sanctions and convenient wars of supremacy by the very countries (now G7) which were involved in both WW I and WW II as Axis and convenient Allies. [UN should not carry the image of any biasedness towards one race and religion which was built-in in earlier inception as Norwegian-Swedish Alliance and subsequent ‘League of Nations’ where fraternity meant among one race and religion. Holy See and KOFC (Knights of Columbus) both are evangelical political and military wings of Vatican under Black Pope (Superior General) and have no place in the United Nations to guarantee Secular World]

**Code of secrecy** began with the kings of France who required strict secrecy for their high financial needs. This began Switzerland's long reputation as a safe haven for funds for noblemen fleeing the Revolution or staging aggressive wars, and often seeking convenient financial asylum. The **1713 Great Council of Geneva, Banking Act of 1934, and 1984 Referendum** all supported the need of the secrecy which allows Swiss Bank to be the ultimate repository of Drug Money, Black Money, Bribing Money to buy Politicians, and Leaders of other Nations by Covert Intelligences for political advantages as well as to guarantee virtual colonization of their profitable resources and related transfer of Funds without the knowledge of the citizens/voters.

**A Day of Non-Violence**

Scholarly Articles: **Deceiving Nobel Peace Award | Gun Control**
When wise act as ignorant/indifferent, world becomes a dangerous place time and again. We must stand tall as world citizens despite all business to ensure these issues get resolved for the benefit of humankind and other sentient being leading to lasting peace, prosperity, and enormous cultural evolutions on Planet Earth. Kolki

Article: How Easily Can We Achieve Undominated Co-Existing Heavenly World? Lot Easier Than Most Can Think Of! (Simple Methodology as a Starter)

Existence of Known Global Weapons of Mass Destruction

Love is the ultimate security which does not require expensive idle mischievous covert intelligence, violent military, destructive Defense industries, and divisive ideologies! Kolki
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Truth Sayings of Kolki

^^ “A sophisticated false-flag operation like 9-11 has an organizational structure with three basic levels: architectural, operational, and working. Atta and the 19 Arabs blamed as the hijackers of 9-11 were part of the working level, and were simply part of the deception. That is, after all, how false-flag terror works.” - Andreas von Buelow, the former head of the parliamentary commission that oversaw the German intelligence agencies.

@@ "If the United States ever experiences an attempt at a coup to overthrow the government, it will come from the CIA. The agency represents a tremendous power$$ and total unaccountability to anyone.” --JFK (John F. Kennedy, 35th President of USA, assassinated on Nov 23, 1963)
$$- CIA’s black budget is almost equal to UK’s Defense Budget?

Historically CIA is a covert extension of UK’s MI6 after WWII to re-annex USA and so is Pakistan’s ISI to work outside British accountability for the United Monarchical colonial advantage against democratic free world!

## "If our government had merely [done] nothing, and I say that as an old interceptor pilot—I know the drill, I know what it takes, I
know how long it takes, I know what the procedures are, I know what they were, and I know what they’ve changed them to—if our government had merely done nothing, and allowed normal procedures to happen on that morning of 9/11, the Twin Towers would still be standing and thousands of dead Americans would still be alive. [T]hat is treason!”  

Col. Dr. Robert Bowman

!" If they were to do real investigations we would see several significant high level criminal prosecutions in this country. And that is something that they are not going to let out. And, believe me; they will do everything to cover this up."  

Sibel Edmonds, former FBI translator; [http://www.kolki.com/peace/FBI-Translator-Sibel-Edmonds-Interview.htm]

** "Only tyrants can take a nation to war without the consent of the people. The planned war against Iraq without a Declaration of War is illegal. It is unwise because of many unforeseen consequences that are likely to result. It is immoral and unjust, because it has nothing to do with US security and because Iraq has not initiated aggression against us." —Congressman Ron Paul

&" "It would have been impossible for us to develop our plan for the world if we had been subjected to the lights of publicity during those years. But, the world is more sophisticated and prepared to march towards a world government. The supranational sovereignty of an intellectual elite and world bankers is surely preferable to the national autodetermination practiced in past centuries." Ex-Chairman and member of Bilderberg, David Rockefeller was speaking at the June 1991 Bilderberger meeting in Baden Germany. He is also the Chairman of Trilateral Commission and personally negotiated the deal few weeks before 9/11 to transfer World Trade Center ownership and security from Port Authority to private Silverstein Properties and Westfield America who eventually harvested 4.55 billion USD in profit from the insurers of WTC!

“This present window of opportunity ... ... ... will not be open for too long - We are on the verge of a global transformation. All we need is the right major crisis and the nations will accept the New World Order.”

End Note:
Why do we have so much International Conflicts in an otherwise peace loving culturally friendly world?

"I contend that we are the first race in the world, and that the more of the world we inhabit the better it is for the human race...If there be a God, I think that what he would like me to do is paint as much of the map of Africa British Red as possible..."[45] - Cecil Rhodes who advocated in 1877 the British Empire re-annexing the United States of America and reforming itself into an "Imperial Federation" to bring about a hyperpower .... British Business Man Cecil Rhodes Methodologies For Re-Annexation and Annexation of The New World!

Intelligence?